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R. E. KRICHEVSKY 
Mathematical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 
Novosibirsk 630090, USSR 
The program complexity to enumerate a finite set of words is found. The com- 
plexity is either an exponential or a linear function of the word length depending on 
whether the redundancy is either less or more than 100%. A corollary: the 
Varshamov-Gilbert bound of the group error correcting code cardinahty is tight for 
almost any channel with additive noise. The proofs are based on the concept of the 
collision index. ((3 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A symposium is to be held in a hotel. A computer in the lobby provided 
with a special program transforms the names of participants to the num- 
bers of their rooms. The problem is to accommodate the participants so as 
to make the program size minimal. 
More formally, let S be a combinatorial source, i.e., a subset of the set E 
of all n-length binary words, n > 0. Its entropy (per letter) equals 
h3lSl H(S) = - 
n (1.1) 
(ISI is the cardinality of a set S, logarithms are to the base 2). The entropy 
of a non-trivial source equals neither 0, nor 1. 
A map f: S + E”, m > 0, is characterized, on the one hand, by both its 
redundancy 
PM S) = 
m/n - H(S) 
H(S) 
(1.2) 
and its load factor 
a(J S) = JSJ -p(J s). (1.3) 
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On the other hand, it is characterized by its collision index 
us)=& 1 If-‘(k)l’- 1. (1.4) 
htIm/’ 
Here Im f is the range of a map $ The collision or noninjectivity index was 
introduced in Krichevsky (1984). It equals 0 iff the map is injective. 
Injective maps are also called enumerations or perfect hash functions. Their 
redundancy is non-negative. 
Sometimes a different kind of redundancy is used: 
P’U S) = 
m/n - H(S) 
m/n . 
If one knows p(f, S), one can easily find p’( f, S): 
p’(f, S) = p(f, s, 1 - P(fl S)’ 
There is a computer that transforms the words x E S into their codes f(x). 
Our results are asymptotically the same for all natural notions of com- 
puters (algorithms). What is needed from the computers we use is clear 
from the sequel. 
A binary word P is called a computing program of a map L if being fed 
with P and x the computer produces f(x). A computing program usually 
consists of two parts. The first one is input information; the second or con- 
trolling one consists of several computer instructions which indicate how to 
operate both the input information and a word .X to obtainf(x). The sym- 
bol L(f) stands for the program complexity of a map ft i.e., for the 
bitlength of its shortest computing program. 
Given a source S L E”, n > 0, and a number p >, 0, let L(S, p) be the 
minimal program complexity of p-redundant enumeration of S, i.e., 
L(S, p) = min L(f). f. ,/(I: S)<,l. /c/i S)=rl 
Given n > 0, 0 < z < 1, p 3 0, let L(r, p) equal L( S, p) for the worst r- 
entropy source S, i.e., 
L(T, p)= max L(S, p). 
s. H(SI=r 
The number L(T, p) is the complexity of information compression. Our aim 
is to find an asymptotic (n -+ 03) of L(t, p). A trade-off between complexity 
and redundancy is of special interest. 
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The history. Asymptotically tight bounds of L(r, p), if the load factor is a 
constant, were found in Kr. (1976) and full proofs in Kr. (1979). The 
running time was O(n). A less precise equation L(T, p) = 0(uT+ n) was 
proved in Mehlhorn (1982). The questions addressed in Tarjan (1979) and 
Fredman et ul. (1984) are closely related to the problem of bounding 
UT> Ph 
If the load factor c$L S) and the entropy H(S) are constants, then, from 
(I. 1) and ( 1.3), p(A 5’) = 0( l/n). The paper is targeted at generalizing the 
results of Kr. (1976, 1979) which hold for p = 0( l/n) on any redundancy. 
The case p > 0 (overredundant enumeration) is dealt with in Theorem 1. 
A threshold is found: if redundancy crosses it, the complexity L(r, p) turns 
into a linear (in ~2) function from an exponential one. 
Even though the case u =const. (low-redundant enumeration) was 
settled in Kr. (1976, 1979) a shorter proof is presented in Section 7. 
Theorem 1 is applied to the channels with additive noise in Section 8. 
Sections 2-5 are preliminary. 
The paper may be considered as a generalization of Kr. (1984) to the 
positive redundancy, zero index case. 
2. COL~SI~N INDEX 
Let f be a map and S be its domain. An element x~ S is said to be 
colliding (with respect to f ), if there is X, G S, x, #x, f(.xl) = f(x). 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a set and f be a map with the domain S, and let there 
be exactly e, 0 < e < S, colliding elements of S. Then (i ) the inequality 
holds for the collision index off on S; (ii) $Z(A S) c l/i S[, then f is injective 
on S. 
ProoJ Let K be the subset of colliding elements of S, ,4, = f(S\K), 
Az=,f(K). Then if- (k)[ = 1, if kEA, and 
By the condition of Lemma 1, 
kFAA If -‘(k)l = e. (2.2) 
, 
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From (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain 




xf+ ... +9 >K m, 
m’ 
if xi + ... +x,,,=A, ~21, (2.5 1 
can be obtained, say, with the aid of the Lagrange multipliers method. If 
AZ is nonempty, then (2.4), (2.1), and (2.5) yield 
Z(f S)>L 3 
’ ISI 
(2.6) 
Claim (i) of Lemma 1 is obtained from (2.6) and (2.3). If A2 = jZi, then 
e=O and claim (i) is obvious. If Z(f, S) < l/i,S[, then from (i), e =O, i.e., 
there are no colliding elements, and claim (ii) is proved. 
3. UNIVERSAL HASH-SETS 
Given a word length n, an entropy r, a load factor N, and a desirable 
index level u, a set of maps F= {f: E” -+ [O, m - 1] }, where m = 2nT/a, is 
called a universal u-hash set, if for any S, ZZ(s) = r, there is a map j-~ F, 
such that Z(f, S) <a. This detinition is from Kr. (1984). We need the 
following variant of a claim from that paper: 
LEMMA 2. For any natural p, 0 -C p c n, there is a universal 
2nz-~(rn/pl+2-G)-hash set. Any map in that set has a load factor 
azP-P and a program complexity p + c, c = const. 
ProofI Set an isomorphism between the binary p-length vectors and the 
elements of a Galois field GF(2P). Subdivide an n-length binary vector W 
into rn/pl& 2 p-length binary vectors WI ,..., Wrn,,,,, supplementing the 
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last one with several zeros, if necessary. For any beGF(2P), a map 
fb: E” + GF(2P) is defined by 
rhi 
fJW)= x W;bi-‘. 
i= I 
(3.1) 
The load factor ~(f~, S) equals 2”-“, ISi = 2”’ according to (1.3). 
A program to compute fb consists of two parts. The first one is a p- 
length vector b; the second (controlling) one contains computer instruc- 
tions. Elements of GF(2P) may be considered as residues modulo an 
irreducible p-degree polynomial g(x). There must be a subroutine to mul- 
tiply modulo g(x) two p-degree polynomials. The controlling part of the 
program says to take the p-length parts of a vector W one by one and to 
calculate (3.1) until the vector W is exhausted. The controlling part does 
not depend on n, hence ,5(fb) <p+ c. The running time is O(n/p), if 
multiplication of two polynomials takes a unit of time. 
Number the elements of GF(2P) from 1 to 2P. Formula (3.1) detines a 
family 4 = {fb, ,..., h2#} d mw, 
lqq = 2p. (3.2) 
The Hamming distance between two [&-length vectors &( W’) . . .j&( W’) 
and fb,( IV”) ...f& W”) is not less than 
(3.3) 
because polynomial (3.1) has rn/pl- 1 zeroes at most. Claim 1 from Kr. 
(1984) guarantees that there is a vector b for a source S, 
(3.4) 
Now Lemma 2 follows from (3.2)-(3.4). 
LEMMA 3. Let O< 7 -C 1, y >O, $1 + y) < 1, S be u sowce, H(S) = q 
n + co. There is u mup f such thut l(A S) < 2e’7y+oC’), p(A S) = y + o(l), 
L(f) = T( 1+ Y) n + 0(n). 
ProoJ Let p = L( 1 + 7) nr]. Then p < U, and it is easy to verify that the 
map fb of Lemma 2 meets all the conditions of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let SGE”, [,S[=n’, c, cI=const, n-co, p=cIlogn. Then 
there i.s un injectiue mup fb: E” -+ EP, L(fb) = p( 1 + O( 1)). 
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ProoJ As is easily seen from Lemmas 1 and 2, the map fb of Lemma 2 
is suitable, if p = c, log n and c, is large enough. 
4. UNIVERSAL SETS OF ENUMERATORS 
A universal O-hash set is called a universal set of enumerators. Given a 
set X, a load factor a < 1, and a number T, a universal set of enumerators 
U(X, T, M) for any subset ss X, Isi = T, contains an injective on the S 
mapf: X+ [O, T/a - 11. That definition appeared in Kr. (1976, 1979). The 
universal set of enumerators was called a (T, T/a)-separating system by 
Fredman and Komlos (1984). 
LEMMA 5. The bounds 
hold for the cardinality 1 U(X, T, %)I of a universal set of enumerators of all 
T-element subsets of a set X with a load,factor a, a < 1, T/a is presumed to 
be an integer. lf T/a\Xl -+ 0, then 
log\U(X, T,a)iwTloge 1 + ;-1 ln(1 -a) . 
Ul J 
I’J in addition, a + 0, and the redundancy p (1.2) is not more than 1, then 
Prooj The lemma was announced in Kr. (1976); its proof is in Kr. 
(1979). In order to obtain a lower bound of U(X, T, a) , the number of 
sources for which a map is injective is found. To obtain an upper bound, 
the number of maps that are injective on a source is found and, then, 
random coding is used. The Stirling formula yields the asymptotic form of 
the bounds. 
The same bounds with the same proofs are in Fredman and Komlos 
(1984). There are also some improvements of those bounds there. A con- 
nection between those bounds and the entropy of a graph was established 
in Korner (1985). As mentioned in Kr. (1979) and Friedman (1984), 
universal sets of enumerators are related to formulae for monotone boolean 
functions developed in Khasin (1970). 
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5. LOGARITHMIC AND ENUMERATIVE RETRIEVALS 
Let A be a binary-oriented tree (see Knuth, 1968). Each node of A is 
identified with a word: the root is identified with a. If a node has already 
been identified with a word x, then its left son will be with x0 and its right 
son will be with xl. A node x is situated on the [xith storey of the tree A. 
1x1 is the length of a word x. A node x of a tree A is the root of a subtree, 
whose number of leaves is denoted by LV(x). The tree A has LV(@) 
leaves. A tree A is called uniform if for any leaves x, , x1 ( lx1 1 = ix?/ ), we 
have iLV(x,) - LV(xZ)/ < 1. For such a tree, 
LV(x) < LV(@) .2 -lY’ + 1. (5.1 J 
Let SG E”, A be an kstoreyed tree, /z > 0, LV(@) = [S[, WE S. For any r, 
0 <r < h, we put inductively into correspondence with W a node Dr W, 
[Dr WI = r. Those nodes constitute a path in A beginning with the root. We 
assume Do W= 0, therefore ID;-‘(@)1 = [Sl = LV(0). Let Dr.-, W already 
be delined as Drp, W=x, lLV(x)[ = lDr~. ,(x)1, 
Divide Dr-J, into two subsets, Dy’(xO) and D; ‘(xl ). The lirst one 
includes LV(x0) lexicographically senior words of Dr-!.,(x) and the second 
one, the remaining LV(x1) words of D;.‘,(x). Either x~ Dr-‘(x0) or 
x~ Dr-‘(xl ), since x= D+ 1 W. In the lirst case, we put Dr W=xO; in the 
second one, D, W= xl. Next, we can deline Dr+ , W, etc. The map 
D,: S+ A, r=O, l,..., 12, is called lexicographical. 
There is a familiar computer procedure called r-step logarithmic retrieval 
to calculate Dr W for a uniform tree A and a source S G E”. Its program is a 
table of 2r n-length words, one for each node x G A, 1x1 = r. There is the 
lexicographically senior word Dr-‘(x) at the xth place of the table (x is a 
number, whose binary notation is x). To find Di W compare W with the 
LV(xO)th word of the table and go to the left or right half of it, and so on, 
until the rth storey of A is reached. The program size is n. 2’ bit; the 
running time is O(r) operations with n-bit words. The map Dh is an 
enumeration of the source S. The table of Dh contains all the words of S, so 
the membership of a word in S may be decided by examining the table. 
Enumerative retrieval (see Cover, 1973) is also commonly used. The 
words of a source S are associated with the leaves of a uniform tree A. The 
number of a word W equals the number Px of leaves to the left of the leaf 
x~ A associated with W. 
If x is a node, 1x1 = R, 0 < R <H, x=x, . . xR, then an obvious formula 
P.~=~~~Lv(o)+.~~Lv(x,o)+ ... +xRLv(x, ‘..XRPIO) (5.2) 
holds. 
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Fix a number r, O<r < R< h. There is a two-step program to 
calculate Px, 1x1 = R. It consists of two tables. The Iirst one con- 
tains 2r rlog LV(@)J-bit numbers. The number x, LV(0) + . . . + 
xrLV(x, ...xr-* 0) is put at its (x, ... xr)th place. The second one contains 
2R numbers. The number xr+iLV(xi ...x~O) + ... +xRLV(xl...xR- ,O) 
is put at its (x, ... xR)th place. The bit-length of those numbers does not 
exceed rlog(LV(0)/2r) + R - rl, according to (5.1). Hence, the program 
complexity of the enumerative procedure used to calculate the number Px 
of leaves to the left of x is not more than 2r(log LV(@)) + 
2Rlog(LV(0)/2r+ R - r). 
6. OVERREDUNDANT COMPRESSION 
THEOREM 1. Ler O<r<l, p>O, r(l+p)<l, and L(7,p) be the 
program complexity of a p-redundant compression of a worst T-entropy 
source S, S G En, n -+ m. Then 
For almost any source S and E > 0, L(S, p) > (1 - &) L(T, p). Running time 
and space used are O(n). 
First, we remark that the condition r( 1 + p) < 1 is assumed in order to 
eliminate an identity map for which T( 1 + p) = 1. A computer is used to 
process n-length words. For instance, the computer requires one unit of 
time to multiply or divide two (n - l)-degree binary polynomials. 
Different proofs of the upper bound for p > 1 are given by Sholomov 
(1969) and Goppa (1974). 
ProojI (i) Lower bound. The number of L- (or lesser) length 
programs is not more than 2’+ ‘, L > 0. That is why the lower bounds of 
log1 u(X, T, a)l, for 1x1 = 2”, T= 2’“, a = T-O (Lemma 5) are the lower 
bounds of L(T, p) as well. For almost any source S, H(S) = T, 
us, PI > (I- 6) LtT, PL n -+ 03. 
(ii) Upper bound, p < 1. Choose a number y, 0 K y < p, and develop, 
for a source S, a map f, , such that 
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Some words of S are colliding (S,); the others are not (S*). From (6.1) 
and Lemma 1, 
m(l-y)+otn) IS,/<2 . (6.2) 
Let J*(x); fz: E” -+ E N ’ -- ?) + 0(nJ be the lexicographical number of a word x 
in S ,, x(x) = 1, if x~ S, and x(x) =O, x$ S1. A program to compute 
simultaneously both x andfz is described in Section 5 (logarithmic search). 
For its complexity we have 
Jxf~+wd~ ISI1 .rL (6.3) 
Let f(~) be the concatenation of either x(x) and f,(x) or x(.x), f*(x), and 
several zeroes up to the length 1 + [x(x)/ + ifl(x)[, depending on whether 
or not x(x) = 0. Formulae (6.1) (6.3) yield 
L(f) < L(f, ) + L(f2) + L(x) = 2nz(1 -?I + o’n). (6.4) 
The right side of (6.4) equals 2”‘(’ -Pj+O(nj, because y is an arbitrary 
number, 7 <p. The redundancy of the map f is y1 + o(l) < p. So, 
ULPlG2 ?I?( I -p) + o(n) 
(iii) Upper bound, p > 1. Choose 
1 <y</?. (6.5) 
Develop, for a source S, a map f via Lemma 3 and Lemma 1. Then 
e<y~~l-~~+o~~~ . (6.6) 
(e is the number of colliding words in S). 
Following (6.5) and (6.6), e + 0 and the map f is an injection. Its 
redundancy does not exceed p, its complexity is 0(n) (Lemma 3). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1 (Entropy doubling effect). The complexity to injectively 
encode almost any source S, SG En, 0~ H(S)<+, by n(2H(S)-&)-length 
words is an exponential function of n. The same complexity is linear ij 
n(2H(S) + &)-length words are used. 
7. LOW-REDUNDANT COMPRESSION 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 c T -C 1 and LY. = 2 -V = const., n -+ a~. Then the for- 
mula 
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holds for the complexity L(T, p) of the compression of a worst T-entropy 
source S G E” with a load ,factor CC In particular, 
L(T, 0) - 2nr. logze. 
The running time is O(H) a-bit operations. The theorem has been proved 
in Kr. (1979). We are going to give a shorter proof. 
ProojI The lower bound is proved the same way as in Theorem 1. Let s 
be a source, \,Si =2nr, d be a uniform tree, LV(@)= IsI, 
(7.1) 
Iz=Lrz7-logn7+2]. (7.2) 
To provide a word W with a code j”(W), we lirst make the r-step 
logarithmic retrieval; see Section 5. The lexicographical map IIr: s -+ A is 
developed. For the subset D?-‘(X), 1~1 = r, of words WE S, Dr W= x, we get 
from (5.1) and (7.1) 
ID; ‘(x)1 = O(rz4). (7.3) 
Use Lemma 4. For any set Drp I(X) there is a vector b = b(x), 
jb(x)[ = /.l= O(log n) (7.4) 
such that the map fbcY, [delined by (3.1)] is injective on D; l(x) and 
Uf/?(.Y)) = P + c. 
Reorder each set D? ‘(x) lexicographically in accordance with the values 
of fbtX,. Continue the logarithmic retrieval until the Rth storey, complying 
with the new order. As a result, the map D,. will be extended, and for any 
WE S a node DR WE A, 1 DR WI = R will correspond, see Section 5. The tree 
A is uniform, hence the cardinality of DR W may be t or t - 1, where 
from (5.1) and (7.2), 
Develop two universal sets of enumerators u(E@, t - 1, !x) and U(EF, t, N), 
and enumerate the belonging to those maps from 1 to some k’> 0 
U(Eb’, t- 1, cx)u U(Ep, t, a)= ;qI ...qvl. 
For the cardinality P’ of that union we obtain, from Lemma 5, 
(7.6) 
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For any X, ]X = R, there is a number, Num X, such that the map CJ+.,“~.~ 
is injective on D;‘(x). Let Px be the number of leaves of A to the left of a 
node X. The map f: S + LO, l/u1 s/ - 11, 
is injective on S. Values f( I+‘,) and ,f( wl) differ, either due to the tirst (if 
DR I+‘, # DRW2) or to the second (if DrPV, = D”W?) term of (7.7). For- 
mula (7.7) decomposes the map f into several submaps. We are going to 
find the complexity of each of them. 
(1 ) The map I+‘-+ Dr W is a logarithmic retrieval; see Section 5. Its 
complexity is n . 2r = ~$2~“) due to (7.1). The running time is O(r). 
(2) The map x -+ ~J(.Y), 1.~1 = r and lb] = p. A node x E A is mapped to 
a p-length vector. 
The program is a table, consisting of 2r p-length vectors. Its bit-length 
equals ,U 2r = 0(2”‘), due to (7.1). The running time is 0( 1). 
(3) ?-he map J++h,cD,,+r, W. Vectors /I(X), where .x= Dr W, and W 
are transformed into ,+,,,,, wJ, W according to (3.1). The program complexity 
is O(1) and the runnmg time is O(n) operations with p-bit words. 
(41 The map tDr W .h,,D,Lfrj W) + DrR W. The subword D: W consists 
of the last R - r letters of DR W. 
For any node .YE A, /X = r, a logarithmic retrieval table, consisting of 
2Rm ’ p-length words, is constructed according to Section 5. Words ,fb,D,w., 
are used in it. The total bit-length of all tables is 2r. 2R ‘. 1~ = 0(2”‘), due 
to (7.2) and (7.4). The running time is O(R - r) operations with /L-length 
words. 
(5) The map x -+ Px, 1.~1 = R, where Px is the number of leaves of A 
to the left of X. The program is described in Section 3. From Section 3, 
(7.1), and (7.2) its length equals 2r. m + 2R O(log n) = 0(2”‘); the running 
time is O(R). 
(6) The sets U(Ef’, t- 1, U) and U(E)‘, r, CY) of maps {CJJ ,,..., q, l: 
Ep -+ [O, 1/~~2”‘- 11. For any map a table consisting of 2 [l/x .nrJ-length 
words is constructed. Any table consists of values of a map. From (7.6) 
(7.5), and the inequality 
we obtain 
log C! 
log V<T m + o(n) < 0.8 m. (7.8) 
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The total length of all the tables does not exceed I’. 2tilog($ * 2”‘) = ~$2”~) 
according to (7.8). 
(7) The map x + Num x, 1x1 = R. A table of the map consists of 
2R Flog q-length words. Its length, due to (7.5) and (7.6), equals 
The running time is o( 1). 
This map makes a main contribution to the complexity ofJ Program sizes 
of all others are negligible. 
At the linal stage the functionf is computed according to (7.7). The total 
complexity of all maps is equal to that claimed by the theorem. Q.E.D. 
8. ARBITRARY ADDITIVE NOISE CHANNELS 
Such a channel is specified by a set S of binary n-length words, n > O- 
noise samples. When transmitting a word x, 1.x = rz, through the channel, a 
word x + W (mod 2), we S, is received. A set KG En is called an S- 
correcting code, if one can recognize a transmitted word at the receiving 
end of the channel, i.e., for any yi, yZ e K and any WI, Wz e S, 
y1 + X, # yZ + x2. If S is the Hamming r-radius ball, r > 0, then an S- 
correcting code corrects r symmetric errors. 
A code K is called a group one, if it is the kernel of a linear map 
f: E” -+ E”‘, m > 0. A group code is S-correcting iff f is injective on S. The 
vector f( W), WE S, is called the syndrome for a noise word W and m is the 
number of parity checks. 
The main results regarding arbitrary noise channels are the generalized 
Varshamov-Gilbert bound and the Shannon theorem. They were proved in 
Deza (1965) and Goppa (1974, 1982). First, we are going to deduce them 
from Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1 and 3, and, second, we are going to prove 
a new claim. 
In Theorem 1 for any E > 0 and any source S, a linear injective mapping 
,f: S + E”‘, p(h S) = 1 + c, is developed, m 2 (2 + s) log ISl. The kernel off 
is just a code on the Varshamov-Gilbert bound (more precisely, 
m 2 (2 + E) log( v + V)). 
Let S be a source, H(S) = r, and 7 > 0, r( 1 + y) c 1. Then, thanks to 
Lemmas 1 and 3, there is a linear y-redundant map f such that the number 
of colliding words is not more than IS\ ~ ’ Y+“(‘J. So, we have obtained the 
Shannon-Goppa theorem: for any additive noise S and any e > 0 there is 
an S-correcting group code with e logiS parity checks at most. The 
decoding error (the fraction of colliding words in S) goes to zero, if 
ISI + 02. 
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COROLLARY 2. For almost any noise Ss E”, a best S-correcting group 
code meets Varshamov-Gilbert bound. In other words, for almost any S, 
H(S) = T, 0 < T < $, and any E > 0 the kernel of any linear map f: E” + Em is 
not an S-correcting code, $rn < (2 - &) no, n -+ ax. 
ProoJ Let f: En -+ Em be a linear map, 
mC(2--&)nT, WI 
The map f is set by an m x n binary matrix which is the input information 
in a program to compute jY Hence, taking into account (8.1) 
L(f) = O(mn) = O(n’). 63.2) 
If H(S)=r, then from (8.1) 
P(JSl<l-&. (8,3) 
If the kernel off is an S-correcting code, then f is injective on S. 
There are sources S, H(S) = r, such that for any injective map f and any 
E’, p(f, S) -c I -c, we have 
L(f) > (1 - E’) 2E’r* +I@). (8.4) 
That follows from Theorem 1. The sources, for which (8.4) does not hold, 
represent a tending-to-zero fraction for all sources S, H(S) = T. 
From (8.2) and (8.4), 
a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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